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ABSTRACT 
We present an algorithm POLVOL for the computation of the d-dimensional volume 
V(P) of a hounded polyhedron P C Wd. It is shown that V(P) is determined by the 
local properties of P at all its vertices. So our method consists in letting a hyperplane 
“sweep” through Wd, collecting the local information available at every vertex uk of P. 
This leads to an additive contribution to the volume from every uk, the sum of these 
contributions being V(P). It is assumed that P is represented in Boolean form as 
described in [ 131. 
INTRODUCTION 
The so-called “sweep-plane” technique was introduced by H. Hadwiger 
[l] in 1955 in connection with a fundamentally new definition of Euler’s 
characteristic on the Konuezring. In [2]-[5], Hadwiger presented various 
applications, together with P. Mani in [4]. In [14] the same technique is used 
by Nef for an extension of the Euler characteristic to general (nonclosed, 
unbounded) polyhedra. 
In recent years this technique has found growing interest as a tool for 
geometric computation. As mentioned in [7] and [8], Brousseau [6] seems to 
be the earliest author to have made use of a sweep plane for computational 
purposes. 
Shamos and Hoey [9, lo] applied the sweep-plane method in order to 
decide whether, among a finite number of line segments in a plane, any two 
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intersect. Bentley and Ottmann [ll] developed algorithms for listing alI these 
intersections. Nievergelt and Preparata [12] gave another interesting applica- 
tion of the method, determining all connected regions into which a plane is 
divided by a finite number of line segments. 
Alexanderson and Wetzel[‘7] (Kerr and Wetzel[8]) have determined, with 
the aid of a sweep plane, the numbers of bounded (unbounded) cells of 
dimensions 0,. . . , 3 into which W3 is partitioned by a finite number of planes. 
Their approach is not quite general insofar as the dimension of space is 
limited to 3, and as no three planes are allowed to intersect in a straight line. 
In [7] it is assumed in addition that four planes never contain a common 
point. Moreover, the sweep plane must be parallel neither to any of the given 
planes nor to the intersection of two of them. In [15] Bieri and Nef drop all 
these restrictions. A fully general sweepplane algorithm CELLS has been 
established and programmed, producing all cells of a finite division of Wd 
defined by hyperplanes. It wiIl be made use of in what follows. 
In the present paper we apply the sweep-plane method to the construc- 
tion of an algorithm PoLvoL for the computation of the volume of ddimen- 
sional polyhedra. This algorithm has also been translated into an APL program 
(see Section 8). 
Although the outlines of our deduction will be intuitively clear to most 
readers, it is our concern to present complete proofs. This is in most cases 
done by giving references to the book [13], which is meant for mathematically 
interested readers. On the other hand, it should not be necessary for readers 
who are satisfied by intuitive insight to consult [13]. 
1. NOTATION 
With f a nonconstant linear function on Wd, we use the following 
notation: 
F+:={xERd:f(+-O}, F-: ={xERd:f(x)d}, 
F”: = f-‘(O). 
We consider polyhedra in the general sense of [13, Definition 2;1]: A 
polyhedron P c Rd is a set generated from a finite number of open half 
spaces Fl* ,... ,Ft* by forming intersections, unions, and complements. If 
(I$ * ) stands for the truth value of the statement “x E F,* ,” P may be 
described by a Boolean polynomial (P) in the variables (Fr*),...,(~*). 
For example (P) = (( Fl ) A (FL )) V -( F: ) corresponds to the polyhedron 
P=(F; r-0;)ucplF,+. 
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We shall therefore assume that a bounded polyhedron P c W d is described 
by 
(1.1) a finite number of linear functions fi,. . . ,f; [given by the t X (d + 1) 
matrix F of their coefficients with respect to an affine coordinate system 
(5 i,‘.*r’$)], 
(1.2) a Boolean polynomial (P) in the corresponding variables ( Fi + ). 
(1.3) In addition, we assume that all vertices a i, . . . , a, of P are known as 
intersections of some of the hyperplanes Fio, i.e. as subsets of indices 
I,: =(i:~(a,)=O}c{l,..., t}. (See [13, Chapter 131 for the computation of 
the vertices from (1.1) and (1.2).) 
Due to the central role of the Boolean polynomial (P), we speak of P as 
being “represented in Boolean form” by (l-l), (1.2). 
Since we are dealing with volumes, it would of course be sufficient to 
consider only closed polyhedra. It is, however, easier to drop this restriction. 
This, for example, allows us to work with decompositions of a polyhedron into 
disjoint parts instead of with the more complicated decompositions “in the 
sense of elementary geometry.” 
For a general (bounded) polyhedron we put 
(2) V(P): =V(closP). 
This volume will be normed by 
(3) V(E)=1 for E={xEWd:O~5i91(i=I,...,d)} 
[cf. (Ll)]. 
2. THE METHOD 
Let g be a nonconstant linear function on Rd. We are going to use the 
hyperplane g-l(X) (A E W) as a “sweep plane.” In the interest of simplicity 
we do not aim at full generality concerning the choice of g (as we did in [15]) 
and therefore assume: If D is a nonempty intersection of some of the 
hyperplanes Fro, and D C g-‘(X) for some X E W, then dim D = 0. 
With a i ,..., a, the vertices of P, we put A, = g(a,) (k = l,..., r) and 
make the further assumption 
(4) --co=h,<X,<*~~ <h,-=A,+l=+cc. 
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For each h E W we put 
(5) v(P,h): =v(Png-l(h-R+)). 
We then have 
(6) V(P,X)=O foreach h<X,, 
V(P)=V(P,h) foreach AaX,. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we shall prove 
(7) On every interval [hk, X,+,1, V(P, X) is a polynomial pk(h) of degree 
<d(k=O,...,r),and 
(8) The difference A(P,ak, X): = p,(h)- pk_i(X) is determined by the 
local properties of P at the vertex uk (and, of course, by the linear function g). 
These local properties are represented by the “locally adjoined pyramid” 
(9) pak: =~,+R+(PnU-a,), 
where R + = {X E R : X > 0}, and U is a sufficiently small neighborhood of uk 
(cf. [13, Definition 391). P"k is line-free, because uk is a vertex (cf. [13, 
Definition 6;1]). 
From (6), (7), and (8) there follows 
(10) V(p)= c A.(P,a,, A) 
k=l 
(this polynomial in fact being independent of X). 
Although the simple statement (7) presumably has been published before, 
we shall prove it explicitly, because the proof will enable us to compute the 
differences A(P, uk, h). 
So our method wilI consist in letting g-‘(X) “sweep” through space, 
collecting the local information about P at every vertex uk (i.e. for h = hk) in 
order to compute A(P, ok, A). Summing these differences, we find V(P) 
according to (10). 
The additivity of the volume will be decisive for the development of our 
algorithm. The basic ideas may therefore be applied to obtain algorithms for 
other additive functionals in lattices of polyhedra, such as surface or Euler 
characteristic. This will be done in a separate paper. 
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3. SIMPLICES 
Let 
01) S=closF,+ n *** nclosF,=,cRd 
be a simplex, dim S = d. We choose g and the numbering of the vertices a k of 
S according to (4). We also number the $ so that fi’( u i) > 0 (i = 1,. . . , d + 1). 
It will be convenient to use the following abbreviations (explained for d = 3): 
- - + ) for clos F[ n clos FL n clos F; n clos F4+, 
i: - . +)forclosF,+ nclosF; nclosF2, 
(+ 0 e +)forclosF:nFinclosF,+, 
etc.AsaspecialcasewenoteS=(++++). 
The following relations are evident: 
(12) (. +++)=(++++)u(-+ ++), 
(- * ++)=(-+++)u(--++), 
(- - * +)=(- -+ +)u(- - -+), 
(_--.)=(--_+)u(----)~ 
The sets on the left-hand sides of these equations, i.e. 
P,=( * +++), P,=(- * ++), 
Pa-(- - * +), P,=( - - - *), 
are 3-dimensional closed convex pyramids with ak as the only vertex of Pk. 
The edges of these pyramids are 
p1:(‘00+),(*0 +o),(* +oo), 
P$(O*O+),(O* +o),(- * OO), 
pa: (0 0 . +), (0 - * O), ( - 0 * O), 
~&(00-*),(0-O *),(-00.). 
The directions of these edges of Pk are the directions of the edge vectors of 
S”k (or those of S originating from ak), multiplied by + 1, this factor being 
determined by the requirement that 
(13) the linear function g grows (strictly) in the direction of every edge of 
Pk(k=1,...,4). 
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As a consequence, Pk n g- ‘( X - R ‘) is bounded for ah A E R, and so 
VP,, A) [cf. (511 m ak es sense. In each of the equations (12) the intersection 
of the two polyhedra on the right-hand side has a dimension <d and 
therefore has volume 0. Taking into account that ( - - - - ) = 0, we 
therefore obtain 
(14) V(S,h)=V(P,,X)-V(P,,h)+V(P,,A)-V(P,,A). 
The deduction shown here for d = 3 evidently may be generalized to an 
arbitrary d, which yields 
(15) V(S,h)=V(P,,X)-V(P,,h)+ *‘* +(-l)dV(P,+,,A). 
Now 
(16) r 0 V(P,J)= if XdXkr &.(h-Xk)d if haA,, 
with & = V(P,, A, + I), and therefore [cf. (S)] 
(17) A(S,~,J)=Y,++&)~ with yk = ( - l)k-‘& 
[Note that with (15) and (16) we have proved (7) for simphces.] 
Let hl ,. . . , tkd be nonzero vectors in the directions of the edges of S’k 
(originating from uk). In view of (13), we obtain 
(18) Yk = (dl) -?ij [&k + tki) - da,)1 ?Wt kl**-,tkd)l 
(k=l,...,d +l). 
[Here, the determinant is meant relative to the basis underlying the coordi- 
nate system occurring in (3).] 
yk therefore is determined by the pyramid S”k (and, of course, by the 
linear function g), which proves (8) for simplices. 
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4. BOUNDED POLYHEDRA 
Every polyhedron is the union of a finite number of pair-wise disjoint 
relatively open convex polytopes (called “cells” in [15], “Elementarpolyeder” 
in [13, Definition 2;4, Theorem 2;6]). Every bounded cell is the disjoint union 
of a finite number of relatively open simplices of different dimensions (i.e. of 
polytopes representable as T = relint S, with S a closed simplex). As a 
consequence, every bounded polyhedron P is the union of finitely many 
pairwise disjoint relatively open simplices: 
09) 
For the volume V( I’, X) we may ignore all T with dim q < d. Therefore 
(26) V(P, A) = C*v(q, h) C-H); 
Cr here and in the following means that only the i with dim Ti = d are to be 
taken into consideration. Let b,, . . . , b,, be the vertices of all TJ numbered in 
such a way that with pk = g( bk) we have 
(21) -co=po<pl<“’ <pL,-zpL,+l=+co. 
Because of (2) and the remark after (17), and because lJ = relint Si with Si a 
closed simplex CJ closT, = Si (cf. [13, Theorems 7;2, 7;4]), V(Ti, A) for 
hi [pk,pLk+i] is apolynomialqik(X)of degree <d (k=O,...,n). According 
to (20), the same statement is true for V(P, h). This volume therefore is 
determined by the differences 
(22) A(P,b,,X)=C*(qi,(h)-qi,k-l(X)) 
= c* A(q,b,,X) @=I,..., n), 
i:bkEvertTi 
where vert Ti is the set of vertices of Ti. 
Now, if b, is not a vertex of P, then A(P, b,, A) = 0. For there is a 
simplicial decomposition of P, for which gel(pk) does not contain a vertex of 
any simplex. This proves (7). 
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If, on the other hand, b, is a vertex of P, we shall now write a instead of 
b,. Let C c W d be a relatively open convex pyramid with dim C = m < d and 
with a as its only vertex (as a consequence C is line-free; cf. [13, Definition 
6;1]). We call C (as well as the vertex a) regular if 
(23) C is the intersection of d - m hyperplanes and m open half spaces. 
Every relatively open convex pyramid with vertex a is the union of a finite 
number of pairwise disjoint regular pyramids. Since according to [13, theorem 
2;7], Pa is the disjoint union of finitely many relatively open convex pyramids 
(with vertex a), it follows that P” is also a finite union 
P” = u cj, 
i 
where the Cj are regular (relatively open convex) pyramids with vertex a. 
For each C there exists a relatively open simplex T c Cj n P with Tp = Cf 
Furthermore, tii ere exists a simplicial decomposition o J 
We rewrite (22) for a decomposition of this hind: 
P in which alI Tj occur. 
(25) A(P,a,X)=C*A(Tj,a,X) for every vertex a of P. 
i 
Thus, the proposition (8) is true for every bounded polyhedron P. 
With regard to (8), it is convenient to put, for any pyramid Q with vertex 
a, 
(26) A(Q,a,h): =A(R,a,X), 
where R is an arbitrary bounded polyhedron with R” = Q. Equation (25) then 
becomes 
(27) A(P,a,X)=~*A(C~,a,X)=A(P”,o,~), 
i 
and instead of (10) we may write 
(28) V(P)= 6 A(P’k ,ak, A). 
k-l 
If Q is a regular convex pyramid with a as vertex and dim Q = d, then from 
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(17) and (18) there follows 
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(29) A(Q,a, A) = v(h - &dd [bl = d41 
with 
where t i, . . . , td are nonzero vectors on the edges of Q = pos(t,, . . . , td). 
Of course, (27) is true even if the Cj are arbitrary (not necessarily regular) 
convex pyramids with vertex a forming a disjoint decomposition of P”. 
Therefore, the computation of V(P) is reduced to the solution of the following 
two problems: 
(30) For every vertex a of P, find a finite disjoint decomposition of P” 
into relatively open convex pyramids Cj with vertex a. 
(31) For a relatively open convex pyramid C with vertex a and dim C = d, 
find an algorithm for computing A(C, a, X). 
A solution for (31) will be given in Section 5. 
The problem (30) may be solved in the following way: 
(30.1) We know (P) and, f or every vertex a of P, the subset Z = {i : J(u) 
=O}C(l,..., t} [cf. (1.2), (1.3)]. (P”) therefore can be found by the follow- 
ing simple procedure: Every variable ( Fi* ) of (P) with i E I has to be 
replaced by the constant 1 or 0 depending on whether or not a E Fi* (cf. [13, 
Theorem 3; 161). 
(30.2) Let 9(u) be the net generated by the hyperplanes FF with i E Z 
(cf. [ 13, Definition 2;3]). The set &(%(a)) of all cells of this net is found by 
executing CELLS( %(a), Rd), CELLS being the algorithm described in [15]. It 
produces each cell C E &(%(a)) as an intersection n i E IFi”e with ai E 
{ - ,O, + ). All these cells are pyramids with vertex a. (When card Z = d, we 
need not make use of CELLS, for in this case the cells are exactly all 3d 
intersections fl , E IFi”i with ui E { - ,O, +}, and, in addition, they are all 
regular.) 
(30.3) On every C E &(%!(a)), the variables ( Fi’ ) have constant values 
(for example ( Fj+ ) = 1 iff C C Fi’ ). Substitution of these values in (P”) 
yields the truth value r of the statement “C c P”.” Then P” = U c: 7_ ,C is a 
solution of (30). 
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5. A SOLUTION OF (31): REGULARIZATION OF THE VERTEX a 
Let C be a pyramid according to (31). The idea is to replace C by a 
polytope K( 9) depending on a real parameter 9 > 0. K( 9) differs from C as 
little as we want, provided 8 is sufficiently small. In contrast to the single 
vertex a of C, K(9) has a finite number of regular vertices. 
In order to construct K(6), we may assume without essential loss of 
generality that 
(32) C=F,+ n --- nF,+ with sad. 
(This assumption can, of course, always be enforced by replacing some of the 
Jwith -&.I Fori=l,..., s we choose any real constants ni 2 0 and put, for 
every 9 > 0, 
(W 
and 
(34 
h~(8,x):=f;(x)+9qi, h,(x): = hi(l, x), 
Hi+@): ={x:h*(l9,x)>O}, Hi’ : = q+(l), 
K(6): =H,+(9)n --- nH,+(#), K: = K(1). 
For all 9 > 0, K(9) is a linefree, nonempty, open convex polytope. If 
Cl,...’ c,, are the vertices of K, then those of K(9) are 
(a d,@)=a+9(c,-a) (Z=l,...,n), 
and furthermore we have 
K( #)dJ@) - d,( 9) = KC’ - c, (Z=l,...,n). 
Since the volume is continuous, we get 
(37) 
We shall show that 
(38) the ni can be chosen in such a way that all vertices of K become 
regular. Because of (36), the same is then true for all K(9) (8 > 0). 
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Choosing the vi in this way, it follows from (29) and (35) that [with 
A, = g(G &J = g(a)1 
(39) A(K(9),d,(9),h)=A(~(~)~‘“‘,d,(9),h) 
with yI independent of 19 because of (36). From this and (37) we obtain 
(40) A(C,a,h)= f: yr(GQd. 
Z=l 
So what remains to be done is 
(41) to prove (38) and to find a way to compute the coefficients yi. 
Since C has a as a vertex, it is line-free [13, Definition 6;1]. Therefore among 
the half spaces Fc, . . . , F,” [cf. (32)] th ere are some d whose intersection is also 
a (line-free) pyramid with a as a regular vertex. For the sake of simplicity, we 
assume that F+ 1 ,...,F,+ have this property. we put ?li=*** =qd=O and 
define inductively a sequence K,, . . . , K, of open convex polytopes as follows: 
(42.1) Kd:=F; n -.a nFd+ =H; n a-. nH,+. 
(42.2) For d -C i d s we choose vi > 0 in such a way that hi(x) = A(x)+ vi 
is positive at every vertex of Ki_i, and then put Ki : = K,_ 1 n II,?. 
The vertices of Ki then are 
(43.1) the vertices of Ki_l, and 
(43.2) the intersections of HP with the edges of Ki_ 1 (cf. [13, Theorem 
7;10]: Hi’ is an open convex polytope with the faces H,? and Z-Z:). 
Now, putting 
(44 K: = K,, 
K satisfies (38). This follows immediately by induction: 
(1) The only vertex a of Kd is regular. 
(2) If d < i < s, then, as a consequence of (43) the statement (38) is true 
for Ki whenever it is true for Ki_l. 
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One vector on each [cf. (29)] can be read from (B): 
tsr = ( - 0.50.5, - 0.5), 5s=(O, -LO), t33 = (0.5,0.5, - 0.5). 
The differences g(cs + &) - g(cs) are found in the last row of (B). They are 
- 4.5, - 1,5.5. With the aid of (29) we can now calculate y3 = &. 
Proceeding to the construction of K, according to (42.2), we have the 
choice to cut K, either with H4+ or with H$. We arbitrarily decide on H4+, 
Since f4( c3) = 0, we may assign to rjd any positive value. Let us put r/d = 1, i.e. 
h, = f4 + 1. This leads to a tableau (Bl) identical to (B) except for the 4th 
row, which in (Bl) is h4 = (1, - 1, 1,l). We interpret (Bl) as a representation 
of the vertex cs of the polytope K, = F: n F; n F3+ n H4+. Because of (45) 
every further vertex of K, is obtained by an exchange in (Bl) of h4 with one 
of the other linear functions, corresponding to the rules of the simplex method 
(without caring about the sign of fs). The only possibility is to exchange h, 
with fs, leading to 
(C) 
f, 4 f3 1 
- 0.5 0 0.5 0 
- 0.5 1 - 0.5 - 1 
- 0.5 0 - 0.5 0 
1 -1 1 1 
- 0.5 1 0.5 - 1 
-5.5 1 4.5 -1 
(C) represents the vertex c, = Ft n Hi n F: of K,. This vertex is regular, 
and Kp equals FT n H4+ n F3+. Three edge vectors of Kp may be extracted 
from (C), namely 
t4r = ( - 0.5, - 0.5, - o-5), t‘$s = (O,l,O), t43 = (0.5, - 0.5, - 0.5). 
The corresponding differences of g being - 5.5,1,4.5 [last row of (C)l, we 
find, with (29), yq = - &. 
c, and c, being the only vertices of K,, we proceed to K, = FT n F,+ n 
F3+ n H4+ n HiJ. Since f5(c3) = 0 and f&cd) = - 1, we put h, = f5 + 2. We 
accordingly replace the 5th rows of (Bl) and (C) by h, = (0.5, - 1,1.5,2) and 
h, = ( - 0.5,1, .5, l), thus obtaining two new tableaus (B2) and (C2). Every 
vertex of K, different from cs and c, will now be obtained by exchanging h, 
in (B2) or (CZ). According to the simplex rules, there is only one possibility: 
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to exchange h, with fi in (C2). This leads to 
(D) 
h5 h.4 fi 1 
&= 1 -1 0 -1 
Es= 1 0 -1 -2 
&= 1 -1 -1 -1 
fi= -2 2 3 
fi= -2 : 1 2 
g= 11 -10 -1 - 12 
representing the regular vertex c5 = ZZ: n Hi n FLj’ of K,. The corresponding 
pyramid is Kp = H&i’ fi H4+ n F3+. Again we extract from (D) three edge 
vectors of ZQ: 
t,, = WJ), t, = ( - l,o, - 1)~ t, = (0, - 1, - 1) 
and the corresponding differences of g: 11, - 10, - 1, which leads to y5 = &. 
K, being the last polytope in our sequence, we finally find with (40) that 
A(C, a, h) = ~3/660. 
6. THE ALGORITHM POLVOL 
Input: 
A bounded polyhedron P c Wd given by 
(1) linear functions fr,. . . ,f;, i.e.byatX(d+l)matrixF, 
(2) a Boolean polynomial (P) in the variables 
(<‘) (i = l,...J), 
and in addition (redundantly) 
(3) the vertices a r ,..., a,ofPintheformofsubsetsZ,c{l,..., t}.’ 
output: 
The d-dimensional volume V(P). 
‘Cf. (Ll), (1.2), (1.3). 
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POLVOL: 
choose a linear function g according to (4); 
l- 
for all vertices a of P: 
form (Py 
execute czLLs(%(a),Rd);2 
for all C E &(%(a)): 
-if dimC=d and CC P”, then:2 
regularize the vertex a of C; 
[ 
for all vertices ij of K : 3 
compute yj; 
end; 
A(C, a, A)= cur0 - Qd [with &, = g(a)]; 
i 
-end; 
end; 
A(P”, a, X) = c A(C, u, A); 
CCP” 
dimC=d 
Lend; 
V(P,X)= c A(P”,u,X)@~XER); 
iZEVC3tP 
g(a)<X 
V(P)= c A(P”,u,X);~ 
aEV&P 
end of POLVOL; 
Concerning the complexity of PoLvo~, we limit ourselves to the normal 
case, where in each vertex exactly d hyperplanes intersect, which implies that 
all occurring pyramids C are regular. [The analysis of the (exceptional) 
degenerate case would require us to investigate the number of new vertices 
arising as a consequence of regularization, and it does not seem worthwhile to 
tackle here this problem from the combinatorial theory of polyhedra.] Hence, 
foreachvertexaiofP(i=l,..., r), the amount of work to be done will be the 
sum of the following portions: 
(1) to find Pal: O(length(P)) (by length(P) we mean the number of 
occurrences of variables and operators in (P)), 
(2) to find all cells C E &(%(ai)): O(zd) [cf. (30.2)], 
(3) to find all cells C which moreover are subsets of Pa’: 2d. O(Jength( Pal)) 
(where len@h( P”‘) 6 length(P)), 
2Cf. (30.1), (30.2), (30.3). 
3Cf. (44). 
%f. (29). 
5This is a polynomial of degree zero in A. 
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(4) to find yi: O(d3)+ O(zd)= 0(2d). (All C c P"f yield the same y, 
except for its sign. Therefore y has to be calculated for the first C only: 0(d3) 
[cf. (29)], whereas the sign must be determined for all of them: 0(2d).) 
Thus, the complexity of dete rmining V(P, A) tums out to be O(2d. r. 
length(P)). 
7. A SMALL ILLUSTRATIvE EXAMPLE 
Let d = 2, and a polyhedron P c R2 be given by 
h(x)= 6t~+ll&-lW 
fib)= SE,+ 62- 28, 
&(x)= 26,-- 36a+ 4, 
h(x)= -2&+ 7t2- 52, 
and 
(P>=((F,+)~(P,_)~(F,_))V((F,+)~(F,_)~(P,_)). 
The four vertices of P are added to the input as sets of indices 
I, = {I,4), I2 = {I,2}, I, = {2,3), 1, = {3,4}, 
In order to compute V(P, A) we shah use the sweep plane defined by 
g(x) = & + 12. This results in 
g(a,)=lO, g(a,)=15, g(a,)=18, g(a,)=% 
and therefore the condition 
g(al)<g(a,)<g(a,)<g(a,) [cf. (41 
is met (see Figure 1). 
Now, we have to find A(P”i, a,, A) for every vertex ai of P, but we shall 
perform the explicit computation only for the most interesting vertex a3. 
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First, we determine the locally adjoined pyramid Pa3 [cf. (30.1)]: (1,. . . ,4} 
\Za = {1,4}, and fi(as) > 0, &(as) < 0. Therefore P”3 is given by 
(46) (P”“)=(1A(F,-)Al)v(lA(F,-)A1)=(F,-)v(F;), 
i.e., Pa3 = FL U F;. 
Next, we must find all 2dimensional cells C E 6( !R(oa)) which are 
contained in Pn3. The 2dimensional cells C E &(%(a,)) [cf. (30.2)J are 
C,=F;nF,-,C,=F,-nF,+,C,=F,+nF,-,andC,=Fz+nF3+.Fiom(46) 
it follows that (P’s) = 1 if and only if (FL ) = 1 or (F; ) = 1. This means 
that C,, C,, and C,, but not C,, are subsets of Pa3 (see Figure 2). 
C,, C, and C, are regular convex pyramids with a3 as (their only) vertex, 
and so we may apply (29) to them. The determination of the vectors ti and of 
g(a, + t,) - g(a,) can be done by the aid of exchange tableaux, as in Section 
5. For C,, we start with the tableau 
61 Ee 1 
--I-- -fi -2 -1 28 -f3 -2 3 -4 g 1 1 0 
and, after executing two exchange steps, arrive at the final tableau 
We find t,=(-0.375, -0.25), ts=(-0.125,0.25), g(as+ti)-g(as)= 
- 0.625, g(u, + tz) - g(u,) = 0.125 and arrive at 
ysr=O.Sx( -1.6)x8x0.125= -0.8. 
Concerning C, and C,, it is easily seen that 
therefore 
yss = yss = - ysi = 0.8; 
Y3 = y31+ Y3s + Y33 = 0.8, 
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and finally [cf. (27)] 
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W "~,~,,A)=0.8[A-g(a,)]~. 
Performing the same calculation for the remaining vertices, we obtain 
A( Pal, ~1, h)=%[X-g(a,)]2, 
W aqz2,h)= -~[x-g<a2)12, 
A(P"',a,, X)=&[h-&)12* 
So the volume of P turns out to be [cf. (ZS)] 
= 40. 
Similarly, we can now easily find V(P, A) for any X E W. Figure 3 shows the 
representation of V( P, A) as a function of A. 
8. COMMENTS ON THE APL PROGRAM: NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
As in [15], we again chose APL when translating our algorithm into a 
computer program. This language not only permitted a very short time of 
development, but turned out to be especially appropriate to the present 
application, for its “execution function” made it easily possible to build up 
the Boolean polynomials as character strings and to execute these subse- 
quently as ordinary ApL statements. 
The program POLVOL determines for a given polyhedron P c lRd its 
&dimensional volume V(P) and optionally V(P, A) [cf. (5)] for any desired 
values of A. It makes decisive use of our earlier APL program CELLS, which is 
described in [15]. The input for POLVOL consists of the description of the 
given polyhedron and of its vertices, according to Section 6. Instead of (Z$+ ) 
and ( Fj- ) we use the notation P C i 3 (P = positive) and N C i I (N = negative). 
In the table “indices belonging to the vertices” each line contains the 
elements of one of the sets I, (cf. Section 6). The program allows as additional 
input the coefficients of the linear function g defining the sweep plane and, 
optionally, the values of X for which V(P, A) is to be computed. The 
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algorithm assumes g to take different values for all vertices of P. In case this is 
not true, POLVOL replaces g by a linear function satisfying this condition, 
using APL'S random-number generator. 
In order to illustrate that the program masters the occurrence of noncon- 
vex pyramids and nonregular pyramids as well as various dimensions of space, 
we include three numerical examples. They have all been executed on 
POLVOL 
ENTER THE NAHE OF THE PROGRAn PROVIDING THE INPUT: 
EXAMPLE1 
pewI: 
DESCRIPTION: NONCONVEX TRAPEZOID 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR FUNCTIONS F: 
: 11 -100 -28
2 -: 4 
-2 7 -52 
BOOLEAN POLYNONIAL (P = POSITIVE, N = NEGATIVE, 2 - ZERO): 
~PCI~~NC~~~NCYI~V~PC~~~NC~~~NC~I~ 
INDICES BELONGING TO THE VERTICES: 
14 
12 
23 
34 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR FUNCTION G (AS ENTERED): 
110 
LAMBDA(S) FOR UHICH VOLUNE(LAHRDA) IS TO BE CONPUTED: 
0 10 15 la 28 100 
OUTPUT: ______ 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR FUNCTION G (AS USED): 
110 
VOLUME = 40 
VOLUNEt 0) = 0 
VOLUHE( 10) = 0 
VOLUnE( 15) = 17.77777778 
VOLUME( 16) = 31.11111111 
VOLUNEt 28) = 80 
VOLUHE(lOO) = 40 
CPU: ,176 
FIG. 4. 
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vLocALLYco3v 
V LOCALLY;F;I;Il;I2;I3:J;LENl;LEN2;NUH;SYHE;VECll:VECT2;XX 
Cl3 II 
t23 a* 'LOCALLY' DETERHINES FOR EACH VERTEX THE BOOLEAN 
C31 II* POLYNOflIAL OF ITS ADJOINED PYRAHID 
CVI II 
CSI II* BOOLEl: BOOLEAN POLYNOHIAL OF THE QIVEN POLYHEDRON 
C63 I)# LOCAL: MATRIX TO HOLD THE BOOLEAN POLYNOWALS OF 
C71 I)* ALL LOCALLY ADJOINED PYRAMIDS 
C81 n* NUMB: NUHBER OF VERTICES 
c91 II 
Cl01 XXeBOOLEl 
Cl11 LENlwBOOLEl 
Cl21 LOCAL~(NUHB,LENl)ABOOLEl 
Cl31 VECTle(BOOLEle't')/\LENl 
ClUl. LEN2cpVECTl 
Cl51 VECT~~(BOOLE~~'I')/ILEN~ 
Cl61 reo 
Cl71 A2O:+(LEN2cIcl+I)/END 
Cl81 IlWECTlCIl-1 
Cl91 p2WECT2CI3 
t201 'SYllB~00LE1CIll 
C211 NUH~rBOOLElCl*Il+~-2+12-Ill 
C221 13*-1+11+\1+12-11 
C231 Fe(-l+pI3)p' ' 
t2Ul JcO 
C2!51 A30:+(NUHBqJrl+J)/A20 
C261 REPLACE 
C273 +A50 
C281 END:XXtLOCAL 
K293 +O 
V 
VREPLACELfJlV 
V REPLACE;S 
n Cl1 
c21 
c31 
CQI 
CSI 
161 
C71 
_CW 
c91 
Cl01 
Cl11 
ci2j 
Cl31 
ClSl 
Cl51 
Cl61 
Cl73 
Cl81 
Cl91 
c203 
'REPLACE' REPLACES - IF APPROPRIATE - A 
::: SPECIfIEIt BOOLEAN VARIABLE BY A CONSTANT 
:* SIGN: CONTAINS SIGN(F(X)) FOR ALL f AND ALL 
n* VERTICES X 
n 
SMIQNC J;NUHl 
??((O~S),O>S)/A20,A30 
n SIGN * 0: 
*END 
n SIGN ) 0: 
A20:+('P'=SYHB)/ASO 
+A@+0 
n SIGN <O: 
A30:+<'N'=SYHB)/ASO 
ASO:LOCALCJ;I3ltF,'O' 
*END 
A50:LOCALCJ:I3l~F,'l' 
END:+0 
V 
FIG. 5. 
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Cl3 
c23 
c33 
cc3 
CSI 
C63 
C7J 
C83 
c91 
Cl03 
El13 
Cl23 
Cl31 
Cl03 
Cl51 
Cl63 
Cl73 
Cl81 
Cl71 
c203 
c213 
C2?1 
C'T33 
&+I 
C251 
C263 
C27.l 
PCONTAINEDC~IV 
V CONTAXNED:DIMl;DIH2:I:N;P;Z:XX 
II 
I)* 'CONTAINED' DETERHINES ALL CELLS CONTAINED IN A 
a* LOCALLY ADJOINED PYRAHID 
II 
(I* 11: NUHDER OF THE CONSIDERED VERTEX 
I)* INDl: INDICES OF THE PARTICIPATING FUNCTIONS F 
II* T: TOTAL NUHDER OF LINEAR FUNCTIONS F 
nff BITl: HATRIX REPRESENTING ALL CELLS OF THE NET 
II* UHICH DELONGS TO THE VERTEX 
I* DITZ: HATRIX TO REPRESENT ALL CELLS CONTAINED 
II* IN THE LOCALLY ADJOINED PYRAMID 
I) 
XXcBITl 
D1Hl+lt~B1Tl 
DIHZ~l~~RITl 
ICO 
EIT2+(O,DIH2)pO 
A20:+(DIMl<I+l+I)/END 
N+PcToO 
PCINDll~l43ITiCI;3 
NCIND13cO=RTT1CI;3 
Z~rLOCALCIl;l 
+(O=Z)/A20 
BIT2~RIT2,Cll DITlCI:l 
aA20 
END:XX+EITi 
4 II 
V 
FIG. 5. (Continued.) 
an IBM 3033 under TSO. The reported times are in seconds, (We suppose that 
we could improve them at least by a factor of 100 by rewriting POLVOL in a 
more “normal” language such as PL/I or PASCAL.) 
EXAMPLE 1 (see Figure 4). This is the example of the last section. By 
including the code of three subroutines (see Figure 5) as well as a small trace 
(see Figure 6), we illustrate two points which are most typical for our method: 
How does POLVOL determine the locally adjoined pyramids, and how does it 
decide whether a cell C E &(%(ai)) is a subset of Pal? Some comments 
referring to the trace: 
(1) LOCALLYCIOI: shows the given Boolean polynomial, 
(2) LOCALLYC283: shows, row by row, the Boolean polynomials of all 
locally adjoined pyramids, 
(3) CONTAINEDCI 33: states, row by row, all 2dimensional cells be 
longing to a vertex u i (let Ii = { 4 k}; then 01 means F,: n Fk+ , etc.), 
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LOCAL.LYC283 
(PC13A l~NC43)v(P~ll~ 1~NC'tl) 
(PC13~Nt23~ l)V(PCllA OA 
( l~Nt21~ l)v( l~Nt31~ 
IA O~NC43)vt 
iONTAINEDCI31 
lfiNt3l~NC'bl) 
0 0 
01 
10 
11 
CONTAINEDC223 0 
COtjTAINEDC223 0 
CONTAINEDC223 1 
CONTAINEDC223 0 
CONTAINEDC261 
10 
COHPUTEC273 0,7111111111 
CONTAINEDC131 
0 0 
01 
10 
11 
CONTAINEDCZPI 0 
CONTAINEDC223 0 
CONThINEDC221 1 
CONTAINEDt221 0 
CONThINEDC261 
10 
COHPUTEL271 -1.6 
CONTAINEDCl31 
0 0 
01 
10 
11 
CONTAINEDC221 1 
CONTAINEDC221 1 
CONTAINEDC221 1 
CONTAINEDC223 0 
CONTAINEDt263 
0 0 
01 
10 
COMPUTEC271 0.8 
CONTAINEDC133 
0 0 
01 
10 . . 
A L 
CONThINEDC223 1 
CONT~INEDC223 0 
CONTAINEDC221 0 
CONTAINEDC221 0 
CONTAINEDC263 
0 0 
COMPUTEE273 0.08888888889 
FIG. 6. 
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POLVOL 
ENTER THE NAHE OF THE PROGRAH PROVIDING THE INPUT: 
EXAHPLEZ 
INPUT: _-__- 
DESCRIPTION: ICOSAHEDRON MINUS OCTAHEDRON 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR FUNCTIONS F: 
-0.2W2165607 -0.7639320225 -1.05146222't 1 
-0.8032W6635 0 -1,051@6222’b I 
0.6498393925 ‘O.‘b72135955 -1.051$6222’+ 1 
0.6’498393925 0,47213595S -1.051’+6222’& 1 
-0.2@82165607 0.7639320225 -1.051’462229 1 
- 1.299678783 0 -0.2C82165607 1 
-O.'bO16228318 -1.236067977 '0.2W2165607 1 
-1.OSlC6222U -0.7639320225 0.2'492165607 1 
l.OSlC6222Q -0.7639320225 -0.2882163607 1 
O.QO16229318 -1.236067977 0.2P02163607 1 
1.299678785 0 0.2W2165607 1 
'l.OSlU6222b 0.7639320225 -0.2'b82163607 1 
0.'+016228318 
-0.COl62203lB 
'1.051~6222~ 
0.2'+82165607 
0.8032US6635 
-0.6C98393925 
-0.6'498393925 
0.2'482165607 
-l.'+lQ213562 
l.ClC213562 
1.23606+977 0.2W2165607 
1.236067977 -0.2'+82165607 
0.7639320225 0.2'+82165607 
0.7639320225 1.051'+6222'4 
0 l.OSlC6222Q 
0.472135953 1.051'+6222'+ 
-0.'&72135955 l.OSl'b6222'b 
-0.7639320225 l.OSlC6222b 
-l.'tl't213562 -l,Ulb213562 
-1.blC213562 'l.'b1'4213562 
l.Ql'b213562 l.Cl'b213562 -1.Ylb213562 1 
-l.'blC213562 l.VlC213562 -l.'4l'b213562 1 
-l.'bl'b213562 -1.blb213562 1.'+19213562 1 
1.41W213562 -1.'+1@213562 l.'tlQ213562 1 
l.Cl4213562 l.bl'b213562 l.SlC213562 1 
-l.Cl't213562 1.'41'4213562 l.Cl'b213562 1 
POOLEAN POLYNOflIAL (P = POSITIVE, N = NEQATIVE, Z * ZERO): 
INDICES BELONQINQ TO THE VERTICES: 
12 3 I, s 
1 2 6 7 8 
13 7 910 
.3 I( 9 11 12 
r S 12 13 1w 
2 S 6 1’4 15 
16 17 1R 19 20 
II 12 13 16 17 
13 l’+ IS 16 18 
6 e 1s 10 19 
7 8101920 
9 10 11 17 20 
FIG. 7. 
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21 2c 2s 28 
21 22 2s 26 
22 23 26 27 
23 2’4 27 28 
21 22 23 21, 
25 26 27 28 
CCIEFFICXENTS OF THE LINEAR FUNCTION 0 (AS ENTERED): 
3210 
LAHBDA(S) FOR UHICH VOLUME(LAHEDA) IS TO BE COHPUTED: 
OUTPUT : ______ 
CDEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR FUNCTION 0 (AS USED): 
3210 
VOLUHE = 1.71029W7 
CPU: 29.799 
FIG. 7. (Continued.) 
(4) CONTAINEDC221: 1 indicates that the examined 2dimensional cell 
is a subset of I’“‘, 
(5) CONTAINEDC263: lists all cells contained in Pa*, 
(6) COMPUTEC271: states, for a vertex a,, the value of yt. 
EXAMPLE 2 (see Figure 7). POLVOL determines the volume of the dif- 
ference set Pl \P2 of an icosahedron PI and an octahedron P2 C W3, both 
with an edge length equal to 1 and with 0 as their center, whence follows 
P2cPl. 
EXAMPLE 3 (see Figure 8). The input consists of the union P = P3 U P4 
of a 4dimensional cube P3 and a 4dimensional simplex P4 with 0 as their 
only common point. The 16 vertices of P3 are (O,O,O,O), (O,O,O, - 2),. . . , 
( - 2, - 2, - 2, - 2). The 5 vertices of P4 are (0, 0, 0, 0), 
(0,0,0,~),...,(1,0,0,0). PoLvoL computes V(P) as well as V(P, A) for various 
values of A. 
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POLVOL 
ENTER THE NAME OF THE PROQRAfi PROVIDINQ THE INPUT: 
EXAHPLEJ 
INPUT: ----- 
DESCRIPTION: UNION OF A 'b-PIttENSIONAL CUBE (IN0 A C-DI)(ENSION~L SIMPLEX 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR FUNCTIONS F: 
10 0 0 0 
10 0 0 2 
010 0 0 
010 0 2 
0 010 0 
0 0 10 2 
0 0 0 10 
0 0 012 
11 11-i 
BOoLEnN P0LYNon1AL (P - POSITIVE, N = NEBATIVE, 2 * ZERO): 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
INDICES BELONQINO TO THE VERTICES: 
13s7 
1358 
1367 
1368 
1557 
1~58 
lY67 
1968 
2357 
2358 
2367 
2368 
2457 
2cse 
2W67 
2Y68 
3s79 
1579 
1379 
1359 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR FUNCTION 
23"t60 
LAMBDA(S) FOR UHICH VOLUREE(LAMBDA) 
‘100 '10 -1 -0,s 0 0,s 1 10 100 
OUTPUT: ------ 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR FUNCTION 
YE690 
0 (AS ENTERED): 
IS TO BE COMPUTED: 
0 (AS WED): 
FIG. 8. 
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VOLUnE - 16.OU166667 
V0LUt4E~'100 1 - 0 
VOLUHEt '10 ) - 15.75925926 
VOLwE( '1 )- 15.99997589 
VOLUIE( '0.S) - 15.999998~9 
VOLUl'lEt 0 ) - 16 
VOLUME< 0.5) - 16.00000151 
VOLUHE( 1 ) - 16.00002~11 
VOLUHE( 10 ) - 16.01166667 
VOLUf'lE( 100 1 - 16.01166667 
CPU: 5.OY3 
FIG. 8.( Continued.) 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Wir priisentieren einen Algorithmus POLVOL fiir die Berechnung des d- 
dimensionalen Volumens V(P) eines beschninkten Polyeders P C I? d. Es wird gezeigt, 
dass V(P) durch die lokalen Eigenschaften von P in allen seinen E&en uk eindeutig 
bestimmt ist. Die Methode besteht dann darin, dass eine Hyperebene durch Rd 
“gleitet”, und in jeder Ecke uk die in ihr verfiigbare Information verarbeitet wird. 
Dies fi&rt f8r jede Ecke zu einem additiven Be&rag an das Vohunen. Die Summe 
dieser Beitrgge ist V(P). Es wird angenommen, dass P entsprechend [13] durch ein 
Boolesches Polynom gegeben ist. 
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